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Abstract 
da Silva, I.P.F, On fillings of ZN-gons with rhombi, Discrete Mathematics 111 (1993) 137-144. 
In the first part of this paper we give a generalization of a result of Ringel [ll] on simple 
arrangements of pseudolines. In terms of fillings with rhombi of an N-zonogon, we obtain a way of 
generating every filling from a given one by successively performing the same local transformation. 
In the second part we interpret, via oriented matroids, fillings of N-zonogons with rhombi as 
families of vectors in ZN. 
While for results in Section 1 the finiteness of the filling is essential, the aim of Section 2 is to 
strengthen the possibility already pointed out by Dress [7] of obtaining de Bruijn’s results [4] on 
Penrose tilings from a purely combinatorial point of view. 
Recalling some results 
A$lling with rhombi of a convex polygon P is a family 9 of rhombi such that 
(i) if R, R’E~ then either RnR’=@ or RnR’ is a face (vertex or edge) of both 
and R’, 
(4 URE.~R=P, 
(iii) the length of the edge of any rhombus FEN is 1. 
Given a filling 9 of a convex polygon P, for every rhombus REP;, with one edge 
contained in an edge e of P, the zone of R, ZR, is the ‘strip’ of rhombi constructed from 
R in the following way. 
Put R, = R, e, = enR and e, the edge of R parallel to eO, Z1 = RI. For i> 1 let Ri be 
the rhombus of 9 which verifies RinRi_ 1 =ei_ 1, define ei as the edge of Ri opposite 
to ei_1 and put Zi=Zi_luRi. 
Since P is a convex polygon, this procedure terminates at some stage n, R, being 
a rhombus with one edge contained in an edge e’ of P parallel to P. 
From the concept of zone (see [S]) we easily obtain a characterization of what 
convex polygons can be filled with rhombi: a convex polygon P can be jlled with 
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rhombi ifand only if every edge e of P has an opposite edge e parallel and equal in length. 
The length of any edge of P must be an integer. 
A polygon P satisfying these conditions, with 2N edges, is called an N-zonogon and 
is described by an ordered list P = (vl, . . , vN; 11, , . . , IN), where ViE[W’, 11 Ui II= 1, are unit 
vectors, with the direction of the edges ordered in such a way that the angle between o1 
and Vi increases with i, and 1iEkJ represents the length of the pair of edges of P with 
direction vi. 
The CyclicJilling of an N-zonogon P is obtained in the following way. 
Fix a point OE[W~. The following formula gives a general expression for the set of 
vertices of a unique (see Section 2) filling of P with parallelograms: 
j+i-1 
vi,j=O+ c lkvk, i=l,..., N andj=l,..., N-i+l. 
k=j 
Filling each parallelogram with unit rhombi, we obtain the cyclic filling of P. 
The following properties of zones lead to a natural correspondence between fillings 
of an N-zonogon with rhombi and arrangements of pseudolines: (zl) every rhombus of 
9 is contained in one zone; (22) two different zones Z, Z’ connecting the same pair of 
opposite edges verify Z,nZ,, =aZRnaZRf; (23) two zones Z and Z’ connecting 
different pairs of opposite edges of P have exactly one rhombus in common. 
We sketch in Fig. 1 the procedure of associating with every filling F of an 
N-zonogon P an arrangement &‘(9) of pseudolines in the real projective plane PR(2). 
To the frontier of P corresponds l,, and to every zone a pseudoline. Pseudolines 
corresponding to zones connecting the same pair of opposite edges meet in the same 
point of 1,. 
Let P=(vI ,..., vN;11,12 ,..., IN) be an N-zonogon and 9 a filling of P. The corre- 
sponding arrangement of pseudolines d(9) verifies the two conditions that follow: 
(Al) & has N points in the line at infinity, PI,. . ., PN. Each Pi being the meeting 
with 1, of the li pseudolines corresponding to zones connecting edges with 
direction Vi. 
Fig. 1. 
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(A2) Except for the N points in the line at infinity, every point of G!(F) is the 
meeting of exactly two pseudolines. 
We shall call an arrangement of pseudolines satisfying (Al) and (A2) an almost 
simple arrangement of pseudolines with N points at infinity. We denote such an 
arrangement by d(LIu~~~uL,ul,), Li being the set of pseudolines meeting I, in the 
same point Pi. We consider, without loss of generality, that the order PI < ... < PN is, 
up to a cyclic permutation, one of the orders by which you meet consecutively the 
points when travelling along I,. 
2. Main results 
Next theorem is a generalization and strengthening to almost simple arrangements 
of pseudolines of a result of Ringel [ 1 l] for simple arrangement of pseudolines. 
Theorem 2.1. Let zZ=d(L,u~~~uL,ul,) and d’=d’(L,u~~~uL,ul,) be two al- 
most simple arrangements of pseudolines with the same N points at infinity, each one with 
the same multiplicity in & and &‘. 
We can obtain from d an arrangement &I isomorphic’ to d’ by a sequence of 
switchings of one triangle. Switching a triangle is the operation that consists in changing 
slightly the relative position of only three pseudolines from one of the positions in 
Fig. 2 to the other. Moreover, none of the triangles switched intersects 1,. 
Proof (Sketch). The proof is constructive. Proceed as follows. 
Draw a pseudoline lo, meeting 1, in a point PO between PI and PN and such that one 
of the half-spaces determined by IO and 1, does not contain any point of 
&(L1u...uLN) or ~‘(LIu~~~uL~). 
Let lll<...<llk,<...<lN1<...<lNkN, (l;l<...<l;k,<.“<l~l<...<l~kN) be the 
total order of pseudolines of r;9 (GZ”), induced by the order by which you meet them 
when travelling along lo starting at PO. 
Fig. 2. 
1 Two arrangements ~4 and ~4’ of n pseudolines in W!(2) are isomorphic if they determine isomorphic cell 
complexes on PR(2), or, using the terminology of oriented matroids, if they determine the same class of 
orientations of the same matroid of rank 3. 
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Choose three pseudolines in d, li, lj, lk, such that the corresponding pseudolines in 
&‘, 1;, lj, I;, determine a triangle with the same orientation as the triangle defined by 
li, lj, lk (i.e. none is a switching of the other). 
Choose lle(LIu . ..uLN)\{ li, lj, lk} and let 1; be the corresponding pseudoline in 
A#. Draw a COPY 1; of II in d’ such that YQz’(li, lj, l;, l;, l,)~~(li, lj, lk, 11, l,), and 
1; does not pass through any point of d’ except l;nl,. Consider the ‘lens’ lily 
(half-space determined by 1; and l;, which does not contain 1,; see [8]). Either there is 
no point of d’ inside the lens or there is a triangle contained in the lens with one edge 
in 1; (see [S]). Switch this triangle. Continue switching triangles ‘inside’ the lens till 
you obtain an arrangement dr where the lens lily does not contain any point. The 
corresponding switchings, when performed in d, transform d into an arrangement 
&; whose restriction to {li, lj, lk,ll, lco} is isomorphic to the restriction of LZZ’ to 
{4,& L 4, L}. 
This procedure is continued by adding a copy 1;’ of a line l2 of 
(L1u...uLN)\{ll, lj, lk, 11, I,,,} to d; and performing the sequence of switchings 
needed to obtain an arrangement where the lens l;l;’ has no points of &;. The 
corresponding switchings when performed in JI?; transform JZZ; into an arrangement 
d; whose restriction to (li, lj, lk, II, 12, lco} is isomorphic to the restriction of d’ to 
{I;,~~J;,W;>LO}. 
Continue this procedure by adding at each time a copy of a pseudoline of d not yet 
considered. Since d (and J$“) have a finite number of pseudolines, this procedure ends 
at some arrangement S;, isomorphic to AZ!‘. 
This theorem has two consequences in terms of fillings of an N-zonogon: first, it 
gives a way of obtaining every filling from a given one; second, it shows that every 
almost simple arrangement of pseudolines corresponds to a filling of some N- 
zonogon. 
Corollary 2.2. Let 9 and 9“ be twojillings of a convex N-zonogon P. Then .9-” can be 
obtained from 9 by a sequence of inversions of the ‘projection of one cube’ (The next 
section explains why we call this operation inversion of the projection of a cube.) which 
consists in changing the relative positions of three rhombi$lling a hexagon from one of 
the positions in Fig. 3 to the other. 
Corollary 2.2 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 once we note that, if 
F is a filling and d(F) the corresponding arrangement of pseudolines, there is 
a one-to-one correspondence between regions in d(F) and vertices of 9, points of 
Fig. 3. 
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1 n 
Fig. 4. 
d(9) that are not in 1, and rhombus in 8. These one-to-one correspondences 
maintain adjacency; therefore, triangles in ~‘(9) are in one-to-one correspondence 
with hexagons filled with three rhombi in 9 and switchings of one triangle in ~‘(9) 
corresponds in 9= to inverting the position of the three rhombi inside the hexagon. 
Remark. As an application of this corollary, we can answer and generalize to every 
filling the following question about the ‘jeu des calissons’ (see [6]), which consists in 
filling a regular hexagon of edge length n with rhombi with angles 7r/3 and 2rr/3. Up to 
a translation, we use only calissons in three positions. How many in each position? 
From Corollary 2.2 since any filling can be obtained from the cyclic filling by successive- 
ly reversing positions of three rhombi in a hexagon, we can say that we use as much 
rhombi in each position as in the cyclic filling in Fig. 4. Clearly, n2 in each position. 
Corollary 2.3. Let d =d(LIu~~~uL,ul,) be an almost simple arrangement of 
pseudolines. Then there is a jilling 9 of an N-zonogon P(vI, . . . , vN; IL1 1, . . . ,I LN I) such 
that&=&‘(F). 
Let P be such a zonogon, P-I a filling of P and d(FI) the corresponding 
arrangement of pseudolines. 
d can be obtained from &‘(Fr) by a sequence of switchings of triangles; therefore, 
9 is the filling obtained from 9r by performing the corresponding inversions of 
hexagons. 
Remark A. Ringel’s result [ 1 l] on simple arrangements of pseudolines has been con- 
jectured by Cordovil and Las Vergnas [3] to be valid for simple arrangements of 
pseudohyperplanes in PR(d). However, this conjecture meets with a conjecture of Las 
Vergnas [lo] which is now open for about 15 years and which says that every arrange- 
ment of pseudohyperplanes determines a region which is a simplex (see also [Z]). 
3. Fillings, vectors and grids 
The combinatorial structure of an arrangement of pseudolines in P[w(2) is described 
by an oriented matroid of rank 3. From this point of view, fillings of zonogons with 
rhombi are particular cases of rank-3 affine matroids and can be coded by any one of 
the lists of signed sets defining the corresponding oriented matroid. 
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In this section we want to present a geometrical interpretation of maximal vectors 
of the oriented matroid associated with a filling of a zonogon. 
In contrast to the previous section, whose results do not make sense for fillings of 
the plane, the aim of this section is to strengthen the possibility already pointed out by 
Dress [7] of obtaining de Bruijn’s [4] results on Penrose tilings from a purely 
combinatorial point of view. 
3.1. Families of vectors corresponding to Jillings 
Let ~=d(L,u~~~uL,ul,) be an almost simple arrangement of pseudolines in 
[FDR(2), and g a filling of an N-zonogon such that d=&(9). 
Choose a maximal cell R of d(d). For every pseudoline 1 distinguish the two 
half-spaces determined by 1 and 1, with a + or - sign in such a way that Rcl-. 
Let_Yc{++,-} L1”“~“L~ be the family of signed vectors corresponding to maximal 
cells of A(&‘), i.e. XE_Y if and only if there is a maximal cell R’ of d(d) such that 
R’cl+ if X(l)= + and R’cl - if X(l)= -. 
2 is in one-to-one correspondence with the vertices of 9. Next we associate with 
2 a family $P’ of integral vectors 2 s ZN, which determines the filling as well. 
Note that the choice of R determines a partition of each Li, i= 1, . . . , N, in two 
totally ordered subsets LT and L; , two pseudolines Of Li, 1, and lik being in the same 
L:, E = + , -, if li: c li; , in which case lij < lik, or 1, c iii, in which case lik < lij. 
Given a signed vector XE_Y, for i= 1, . . . . N, put Xi+={lELi: X(l)= +>. It is not 
difficult to prove that, for every XE_Y, either Xi+ c LT , or Xi’ c L; ; moreover, if 
TEXT+ then every 1’ELi such that I’<1 verifies l’EXi+. 
With these remarks, defining, for every i= 1, . . . . N, n,r = 1 L; 1 and ni’ = 1 L’ 1 and 
Z” as the interval C-n;, $1 of Z, we can identify every signed vector XE_Y with the 
integer vector X’EZ~ x ... x 1:, X’=(x I)...) XN), where Xi=lXi’I if Xi’cL:, 
xi=-IX+1 ifXi+cLi-. 
From _Y’ we can easily construct a filling 9’ of an N-zonogon P(vi, . . . , vN; 
IL1I, . . . . ILNI) such that d(~‘)=&‘(L,u~~~uL,ul,). For any choice of unit vectors 
Vl, ...> UN, with the angle between vi and Vi increasing with i, 9”’ is the filling whose 
vertices are given by V,,=Cr=i XiUi, for every X’EY. 
Remark B. It is possible from general axiomatics for the set of maximal vectors of an 
oriented matroid (see [l, $91) to characterize the families $P of signed vectors 
corresponding to vertices of a filling of an N-zonogon and, thus, obtain a characteriza- 
tion of 2’. However, we do not have a practical and direct characterization of _Y’ (not 
even of Y; see [S] ). 
3.2. Fillings and grids 
Suppose d(L,u~~~~L,+1,) is a strechable (see [S]) almost simple arrangement of 
pseudolines, i.e. d can be realized by lines in lR2, each Li being a set of parallel lines. 
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Let R be a region of R’(d. 
Choose for origin of coordinates a point OER. Let ul, . . . . vN~[w2 be unit vectors 
orthogonal to directions of lines in L1, . . . , LN, respectively, ordered in such a way that 
the angle between aI and ui increases with i. 
For every i= 1, . . . . N and j=l, . . . . ILil, there are constants Cij~[w such that 
lij = {XE R2: (x, Vi) + Cij = O}. Order each Li by increasing order of cij’s. Each region R' 
of R2 Id is then the set of points (x, y)eR2 satisfying a system of strict inequalities of 
the following form: 
Cl ILlI 
c21 
+ 
c2 II.21 
albl 
a2b2 
. . . . . . 
a2b2 
cN1 ‘hbn 
cW~I - aid, 
/ 
I- 
[I x 20, Y (1) 
where (ai,bi)=Ui and c~~<c~~<...<cNIL,I. 
Let 9 be the family of signed vectors on Llu...uLN defined in the preceeding 
paragraph. There is a one-to-one correspondence between 3 and those systems of 
linear inequalities of type (1) that are solvable. A signed vector XE( +, -}L1”“.“L,V is 
a vector in 9 if and only if the system of linear inequalities of type (1) defined, for every 
i=l ,..., N,j=l,..., ILil, by (x,Ui)+cij>O if X(Zij)= +, (x,Ui)+cij<O if X(Zij)=- 
is a solvable system of inequalities. 
9 can, therefore, be interpreted as the family of orthants of R)LIJ+‘..+)LN) which are 
intersected by the affine plane 
(c 11, ...t cNIL,()+@l, . . ..al. . . ..aN. . . ..aN)+P(blr . . ..bl. . . ..bN. . . ..b.v) 
On the other hand, each solvable system of form (1) is clearly equivalent to the 
existence of (x, y)~ R2 verifying (2) 
EZ~X...XZN, fori=l,..., N. 
Zi being an open interval of R of the form (cij, cij+ l)r j = 1, . . . , I Lil - 1, or (--CO, cir ) or 
yet CciIL,/3 +a). 
Let Hij=((Xl )...) XN)EIWN: Xi=Cij} i=l,..., N, j=l,...) ILil. Denote by G the ‘ir- 
regular N-grid’ G = RN \Uij Hij, w h ose regions are precisely of the form I1 x ... x ZN. 
The family of vectors of 3’ corresponds to those regions of the grid G which are 
intersected by the plane 9 = ~(a~, . . . , aN) + P(b, , . . . , b,). 
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The correspondence is given as follows. For every i= 1, . . . , N, let ji=sup{j~Z: 
cij<O}. Identify every interval li=(cij,cij+l) with j-ji, Ii=(-cO,cil) with -ji, 
li=(ciIL,I, + CO) with ILJ-ji. Each region I, x ... x IN of G is then represented by 
a vector (zi, . . . , z,)eZN and vectors of 9’ correspond to the regions intersected by the 
plane 9. 
It is always possible to define a piecewise linear transformationf: RN+RN (linear in 
every region of G) which transforms G into the regular grid G defined by RN\Uij Hij, 
where H~j={xE[WN: xi=j}, i=l, . . . . N, j=-j, , . . . ,I Li I- ji. Particular attention de- 
serve those strechable arrangements for whichf(9) is still a plane. This happens if and 
only if the arrangement is what we call equidistantstrechable, i.e., for every i =, . . . , N 
there exist di,kiE[W, lij={xERN: (~,~i)+ki+jdi=O}. 
Remark C. We remark that de Bruijn [4] proved that Penrose tilings of the plane are 
obtained in the same way as the intersection of an affine plane of R5 with a regular 
pentagrid. 
From a matroidal point of view, the following questions arise naturally: 
Question 1: Characterize ‘strechable’ almost simple arrangement of pseudolines. 
The answer to this question implies an answer to: ‘What simple arrangements of 
pseudolines are strechable?. This is a known open problem. 
Question 2: Characterize ‘equidistantstrechable’ almost simple arrangements of 
pseudolines. 
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